ANTA: ACADEMY FOR THE NUCLEAR SECTOR AND APPLIED TECHNIQUES

A DEDICATED INTERNAL TRAINING CENTER TO SPECIAL ENVIRONMENTS

Nuclear, Naval Defense...

WWW.ARDATEM.FR
**SEVERAL PROFESSIONAL TRAINING CONTRACT**

**ELECTRICAL TECHNICIEN**
CAP to BAC +2 (MELEC, STI2D...)
- Wiring
- Installation of equipment
- Maintenance

**INSTRUMENTALIST**
BAC à BAC+2 (CIRA, TPIL...)
- Control valve
- Instrumentation
- Pipework

**TEST TECHNICIEN**
BAC à BAC+2 (CIRA, TPIL...)
- Control valve
- Instrumentation
- Tests

Nuclear Reactor Operation, Reliability Practices, Rescue Worker, Nuclear, electrical and mechanical clearances.

**EDUCATIONAL TOOLS ON THE GROUND**
Automation, testing, electricity...

The Academy of Nuclear and Applied Techniques (ANTA) is an internal school to ARDATEM dedicated to special environments that require technicality and rigor.

The objective of the training is to allow new hires to acquire advanced skills but also to develop those of experienced staff.

Training at the heart of our business plan

*The plus: all training is led by professionals from the terrain and experts in their field.*